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Punctuation
11660 𑙠 MONGOLIAN BIRGA WITH ORNAMENT
→ 1800 ᠀ mongolian birga
11661 𑙡 MONGOLIAN ROTATED BIRGA
11662 𑙢 MONGOLIAN DOUBLE BIRGA WITH ORNAMENT
11663 𑙣 MONGOLIAN TRIPLE BIRGA WITH ORNAMENT
11664 𑙤 MONGOLIAN BIRGA WITH DOUBLE ORNAMENT
11665 𑙥 MONGOLIAN ROTATED BIRGA WITH
ORNAMENT
11666 𑙦 MONGOLIAN ROTATED BIRGA WITH DOUBLE
ORNAMENT
11667 𑙧 MONGOLIAN INVERTED BIRGA
11668 𑙨 MONGOLIAN INVERTED BIRGA WITH DOUBLE
ORNAMENT
11669 𑙩 MONGOLIAN SWIRL BIRGA
1166A 𑙪 MONGOLIAN SWIRL BIRGA WITH ORNAMENT
1166B 𑙫 MONGOLIAN SWIRL BIRGA WITH DOUBLE
ORNAMENT
1166C 𑙬 MONGOLIAN TURNED SWIRL BIRGA WITH
DOUBLE ORNAMENT
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